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A Star isA Star is……

–– A sphere of very A sphere of very 

hot gashot gas

�� Made almost entirely Made almost entirely 

of hydrogen and of hydrogen and 

heliumhelium

–– Produces its own Produces its own 

lightlight

–– Has gravity Has gravity 

stronger than earthstronger than earth

�� Our closest star?Our closest star?

–– The Sun!The Sun!
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Stars Vary In SizeStars Vary In Size

Stars show the Stars show the 

Awesome Power of Awesome Power of 

GodGod’’s Creations Creation

�� New Stars or Young StarsNew Stars or Young Stars

�� Astronomer AssumptionAstronomer Assumption
–– Ages based on millions of yearsAges based on millions of years

–– Dust disk surrounding the starDust disk surrounding the star
�� Assumed role in formationAssumed role in formation

�� Assumed formed at about same timeAssumed formed at about same time
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New Stars?New Stars?

��Different stages of stars make them Different stages of stars make them 

more visible nowmore visible now

�� Astronomers believe older stars canAstronomers believe older stars can’’t t 

have have ““dust disksdust disks””

–– Recent findsRecent finds

��Young stars missing disksYoung stars missing disks

��Old stars with massive disksOld stars with massive disks

Fast Orbiting Stars?Fast Orbiting Stars?

�� 1616--year studyyear study

––German astronomers tracking 28German astronomers tracking 28--stars stars 

nearest to Milky Way centernearest to Milky Way center

�� Young stars?Young stars?

��Orbiting instead of off in space?Orbiting instead of off in space?

–– Puzzle to evolution explanationPuzzle to evolution explanation

–– Stars should not be in an orbitStars should not be in an orbit
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A Constellation isA Constellation is……

God created and Everything in itGod created and Everything in it

�� A group of stars clustered in the skyA group of stars clustered in the sky

�� 88 official Constellations 88 official Constellations 

–– A product of human perceptionA product of human perception

1212--Original ConstellationsOriginal Constellations

“Emu in the sky” or “Southern Cross”

What is the Gospel Message?What is the Gospel Message?

�� Learning about the original names of Learning about the original names of 

the constellations to hear about the the constellations to hear about the 

Salvation messageSalvation message

�� Astrology, a false science is warned Astrology, a false science is warned 

against in Scriptureagainst in Scripture

And when you look up to the sky and see the sun, 
the moon and the stars—all the heavenly array—
do not be enticed into bowing down to them and 
worshiping things the LORD your God has 
apportioned to all the nations under heaven.

Deut. 4:19
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Importance of Importance of 

ScriptureScripture

��God CreatedGod Created……

Psalm 8:3

“When I consider your heavens, the work of your fingers, the 

moon and the stars, which you have set in place…”

Pull out your blanket!Pull out your blanket!
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Following the ZodiacFollowing the Zodiac

�� Zodiac extends from north Zodiac extends from north 
to southto south

�� The starting point is in The starting point is in 
between these two between these two 
extremesextremes

�� The point of intersection:The point of intersection:
–– Vernal EquinoxVernal Equinox

�� March 20March 20--2121

�� September 22September 22--2323

�� Now this point is Pisces use to Now this point is Pisces use to 
be the Rambe the Ram……due to precessiondue to precession

Precession: slow continuous
change in rotational axis 

Pisces: The FishesPisces: The Fishes

Vernal Equinox near the 
small circles of stars
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Aries: The RamAries: The Ram

�� The Balance ScalesThe Balance Scales

–– Hebrew: Hebrew: MozanaimMozanaim

�� Scales or weighingScales or weighing

PleiadesPleiades

�� Famous star clusterFamous star cluster

�� One of few stars One of few stars 

mentioned in mentioned in 

ScriptureScripture

–– Job 38:31Job 38:31

–– ““Can you bind the Can you bind the 

cluster of the Pleiades,cluster of the Pleiades,

Or loose the belt of Or loose the belt of 

Orion?Orion?””
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Taurus: The BullTaurus: The Bull

Orion: First DeaconOrion: First Deacon
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Gemini: The TwinsGemini: The Twins

Cancer: The CrabCancer: The Crab
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UrsaUrsa Major: Major: Big DipperBig Dipper

and and UrsaUrsa Minor: Minor: Little DipperLittle Dipper

Leo: The LionLeo: The Lion
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Give All the Glory to God!Give All the Glory to God!

�� Psalm 136:9Psalm 136:9
“…“…the moon and the moon and starsstars to govern the to govern the 
night; His love endures forever.night; His love endures forever.””

�� Psalm 147:4Psalm 147:4
““He determines the number of the He determines the number of the starsstars
and calls them each by name.and calls them each by name.””

�� Psalm 148:3Psalm 148:3
““Praise him, sun and moon, praise him, all Praise him, sun and moon, praise him, all 
you shining you shining starsstars..””

Fun FactsFun Facts

�� DonDon’’t forget about t forget about StellariumStellarium

�� The vernal equinox has moved since The vernal equinox has moved since 

ancient Greek timesancient Greek times

�� 1212--constellations have been associated constellations have been associated 

with the zodiacwith the zodiac

�� The most famous stars groups found in The most famous stars groups found in 

the sky are the Big and Little Dipperthe sky are the Big and Little Dipper

�� The most found star other than our sun is The most found star other than our sun is 

the north starthe north star
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Kids Yahoo GroupKids Yahoo Group

�� Post Questions to the GroupPost Questions to the Group

�� Visit to chatVisit to chat

��Meet likeMeet like--minded friendsminded friends

�� Email me for an invitationEmail me for an invitation

–– It is a closed groupIt is a closed group

��felice@mediaangels.comfelice@mediaangels.com

Media Angels, CurriculumMedia Angels, Curriculum

http://www.MediaAngels.com
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Truth Seekers Mystery SeriesTruth Seekers Mystery Series™™

www.MediaAngels.com

felice@mediaangels.com

Action, Adventure, Mystery

and Creation SCIENCE!!

Resources for your libraryResources for your library
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Newsletter Subscribe OnlineNewsletter Subscribe Online
Blog Posts

Meet me online on Facebook

Follow on Twitter

ScholarSquare.comScholarSquare.com

Listen to a 
class online 
whenever you 

want!

Or…teach 
your own 
class and post 
it! 


